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Abstract. The intraqatonic Amadeus Basin in
central Australia is a complex, composite basin
covering 17,000 km2, wiûi at least nine distinct
episodes of evolution between 900 and 300 Ma.
These have been identified in neighboring central
Australian basins and are characterizedby intervals of
renewed subsidence followed by intervals of erosion
and changes in basin shape. Several unconformities
separating the tectonostratigraphic sequences
represent periods of mild regional uplifts and
correlate wittr major episodes of compressive
tectonism at the evolving margin of the early
Australian plate. In the absence of direct geological
evidence for thermal events in the Amadeus Basin
after the initial period of subsidence ended, possibly
at about 800 Ma, the correlations found between
events in the Amadeus Basin, those in the
neighboring interconnected basins, and tectonic
events at the continental orplate margins emphasize
that regional horizontal stress fields contribute
significantly to primary basin forming mechanisms.
This suggess that stresses generated at continental or
plate margins may propagate to the plate interior with
the lithosphere acting as a stress guide. Throughout
the history of the Amadeus Basin both periods when
compressional stresses were dominant and when
extensional teÆtonics conrolled subsidence can be
identified. There were also ransitional periods when
neither compression nor extension dominated, so that
other processes rnasked the effects of weak horizontal
stresses. The most recent compressional ttrrust belt
concentrated at the northern margin between 300 and
400 Ma and has partly obscured the record of earlier
basin shape and size.

INTRODUCTION

A sound framework exists for understanding the
development of sedimentary basins at plate margins
and of basins in certain tectonically well-defined
intraplate settings (e.g., failed rifts, tilted fault block
basins). However, many of the larger continental
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masses host sedimentary basins that developed
entirely within intracratonic settings, unrelated to
obvious major structures or simple tectonothennal
driving processes. Some of these basins have long
(>200 Ma) and complex histories, consisting of
søcked sequences with apparently disparate
subsidence driving mechanisms. These basins have
been termed "polyhistory" basins or "successor"
basins [Klemme, 1975; Klein, 1987], but these terms
simply describe their complex subsidence histories
without addressing the causal mechanism(s). Some
of these basins lie beyond the direct influence of plate
boundary processes such as foreland thrust loading
with a reach of less than 500-1000 km lQuinlan and
Beaumont, 19841, or the mechanical loading effects
of passive margin development producing sag basins
with a potential reach of about 200 km fWatts et al.,
1982; Cochran, 19831 Also, their accumulated
subsidence is too great to be accounted for by
repeated rises in sea level.

These complex intracratonic basins raise a number
of important quesúons. Do they develop because of
some fundamental structural weakness iu that part of
the continental crusilithosphere? Do they result from
one or very few basic driving processes, with their
complexity reflecting only minor and relatively
unimportant disruptions to otherwise simple
histories? Alternatively, do they reprcsent the
essentially accidental coincidence of subsidence in the
same location driven by widely disparate driving
mechanisms? If so, do they represent sensitive
records of more dramatic, distal events that may be
poorly preserved where the activity was more
intense?

The Amadeus Basin in central Australia and its
closely related neighbors, the Ngalia, Georgina, and
Officer basins, are excellent examples of complex
intracratonic basins. These late Proterozoic to
Phanerozoic basins (Figure 1) clearly formed in an
intacratonic tectonic environment as the sediments
are characterizedby interconnected, correlatable
sequences with depocenters that are several hund¡ed
kilometers from any present-day, Paleozoic or late
Proterozoic continental margin [Shaw et al., 1984;
Wells and Moss, 19831. The present outlines of the
central Australian basin reflect principally the effects
of the Devonian to Ca¡boniferous Alice Springs
Orogeny which ultimately terminated sedimentation.

By examining ttre subsidence history of the
northem Amadeus Basin, we establish nine
megasequences which correspond to marked and
rapid changes in the shape of ttre basin. rWe also
document to what extent subsidence in the Amadeus
Basin is linked to hinterland basin uplift and detail the
crustal structure and history of the basin=bounding
fault systems. We also determine ttre degree to which
subsidence is contemporaneous with that in
neighboring basins because horizontal (inplane)
compressive stresses can explain coeval subsidence
in widely sepamte basins [Lambeck, 1983; Quinlan,
19871. We illustrate therefore the plate-wide tectonic
setting of each episode of uplift and subsidence
recognized in the central Australia basins and explore
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the hypottresis that widespread horizontal extensional
stresses may also explain subsidence in the interior of
the continent. From these considerations \ve suggest
plausible basin-forming mechanisms for each
megasequence in the Amadeus Basin. The principal
conclusion of our study is that complex intracratonic
basins, like the Amadeus Basin, are produced by a
constantly changing interplay of mechanisms and not
one single basin-forming mechanism. We list key
features which provide clues to first- and second-
order processes which control the progressive
development of intracratonic basins.

REGIONAL SETTING OF TTIE AMADEUS AND
RELATEDBASINS

The Amadeus Basin and its close relatives, the
Ngalia, Georgina, and Officer basins (Figwe 1),
occupy an area of nearly 1Ñ km2 in the central part
of Austalia. Each of these basins contains a grossly

conformable, if variably complete, sequence of
continental to shallow ma¡ine sedrmentary rocks
ranging in age from about 900 Ma to about 300 Ma.
Parts of their sequences are also related to the
Canning, Wiso, and Bonaparte (GulÐ basins to the
west and north, as well as that of the Adelaide
Geosyncline to the south. Throughout deposition of
its sequences the Amadeus Basin was within a
b'roadiy innacratonic setting, although it had periodic
marine links, and its depositional history was
influenced, especially in the early Paleozoic by the
evolving Pacific margin in the Tasman Fold Belt to
the east.

The basins are separated by uplifted basement
metamorphic complexes of early to middle
Proterozoic age and are partly onlapped by Permian
and Mesozoic sediments of younger basins (Figure
1). Their present boundaries therefore reflect events
late in or postdating their depositional histories, rathet
than the spatial limits of their various depositional
episodes.
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Fib. 1. The distribution of the late Proterozoic to Paleozoic central Australian basins in
relation to other basins and basement regions in Australia.
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The Amadeus Basin is elongate east-west, in
contrast to the meridional trend that dominates much
of the remainder of Australia's Precambrian and
Paleozoic provinces. Along the northem and
southern bounda¡ies, Proterozoic metamorphic rocks
were thrust over the basin at various stages in its
!t-rto.y..In tþ east rhe boundary is onlaþped by the
Mesozoic toTertiary Eromanga Basin sequencé, in
the west by the Permian to Mesozoic parts of the
Canning Basin (Figure 1).

TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE
AMADzuS AND RELATED BASINS

Definition of Sequznces

Lindsay et al. [1987], Korsch and Lindsay
[1989], and Lindsay and Korsch t19S9l ideniified
three major megasequences in the northern paft of the
Amadeus Basin, using both well data and sèismic
stratigraphy. They related the sequences to three
independent tectonically driven subsidence events,
two extensional and one compressional.

Our analysis of the well dãta (Figure 2),
supplemented by reevaluation of the-stratigaphic and
facies relationships determined by the Buréaú of
Mineral Resources and others duiing earlier surface
mapping programs [Wells etal.,1910; Kenna¡d et al.
19861, suggests a more complex history. We have
identified nine separate sequènces at thé
mggryequence level [Hubbard, 1988] (Figure 3)
which can be distinguished on the subsidénce record,
the stratigraphy, and in significant changes in basin
shape and depocenter location. Because of the
complexity of basin history and the significant shifts
in depocenter position with time, it is not possible to

determine the sequence/subsidence history in any one
well or section. We have built up a composite
sequence from four wells in the northem part of the
Amadeus Basin (Figure 4). These wells were chosen
to sample, as far as possible, the thicker parts of the
succession and to avoid anticlinal and other structtlres
that grew during various stages of basin
deveþment.
_. - Thg composite tectonic subsidence curve (Figure
5) has been compured using the backstrippinemétno¿
described by Sclãter and Christie tl980iándjncludes
the calculation of maximum and minimum limits for
subsidence, similar to the approach of Bond and
Kominz [1984]. l,ocal isostatic balance is assumed at
all times and, because the basin is relativelv narrow
4qting several early stages of basin rearrangement,
this assumption leads to an overestimation of tire
isostatic correction factor. However, the form of the
subsidence curve is not particularly sensitive to this
assumption. Sea level changes aré ignored because
the eustatic changes for the lâte Proterozoic to early
P4eozoic are poorly known. Also, the magnitudós
o!þ poqsible sea level changes are small cbmpared
with the thicknesses of the major sedimentary
sequences. Paleobathymetry corrections were not
made because the sediments are of fluvial, lacustrine
and shallow marine origin. Time conrol is based on
the Harland et al. [1982] time scale for the paleozoic
except that the Cambrian-Precambrian boundary is set
q!{0! Vta (in agreement with the srratorype seótion at
605-610 Ma in China lZichao et al., 19841). The
quality of the age control of the various events is
variable, but what is important in this study is the
pattern of subsidence and the sequence of events, not
the absolute ages of the events oi absolute
magnitudes of tectonic subsidence.

krespective of the duration of some of the
erosional breaks in the Amadeus succession,
subsidence was clea¡ly episodic. The comoosite
subsidence curve is cõnsîdered to provide ån
adequate portrayal of the subsidence history in the
northern part of the basin except for subsidênce
{uring megasequence 4 (mainly Arumbera
Sandstone). In rhis case, subsidence within the
localized Carmichael and Ooraminna subbasins
(Figure 2) was 4 to 7 times greater than the more
general subsidence throughout the basin during this
interval.
- During the late Proterozoic and early Cambrian,

time control is inadequate to differentiaie benveen
convex and concave subsidence curves and only for
the mid-Cambrian to Ordovician interval (sequences
4-6, Figure 5) is the time confrol considered ãdequate
to establish that this part of the curve is broadly
concave, but with a b¡reak in sedimentation at the
sequence 4-5 boundary. The final Devonian-
Ca¡boniferous segment of the subsidence curve
(sequence 9) is convex.

An overall subsidence pattern of a number of
distinct gpisodes emerges,èach corresponding to a
distinct lithological sequence boundedby
unconformities and representing the evolution of the
successive subbasins that together make up the

Fig.2. Location of wells and Early Cambrian
subbasins in the Amadeus Basin. i. Mereenie 1.
Eastllereenie (oflgas); 2, Palm Valley I
(gas/condensate); 3, Dingo 1 (gas); 4, Ooraminna 1
(gas); 5, Alice 1 (oil); 6,East]ohnny Creek 1
(oil/ga$l 7, West Walker 1 (gas); 8 Lake Amadeus
lfo_Ll); 9, Gosse Bluff I (gas); 10, Orange 1 (gas);
1 1, West Waterhouse l, 12,Tyler l; l3,fuouit
Winter I (oil); 14 Undandita (oit); 15, Tempe Vale
_l_(qit); 16,Finke 1(gas); 17 TentHill l (gãs). 18,
Wallaby 1 (gas); and 19, Rodinga 1 (oil)
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Fig. 3. Simplified stratigaphy of the northern Amadeus Basin. (After Kennard et al., 1986).

Amadeus Basin (see Table 1). Similar subsidence
patterns are evident in the other basins in central
Australia as illustrated bv the time versus thickness
bars ofFigures 6a and 6b, suggesting that the
mechanisms driving subsidence are regional and
episodic.

Nature, Geometry and Extent of Sequences

In addition to the subsidence history, other key
inputs into understanding the tectonic processes that
shaped these basins are (1) the nature ofthe
sediments in each sequence and (2) the way in which
the basins changed shape from one sequence to the
next.

In this section a b,rief summary oteach sequence
is provided, with particular emphasis on the changes

in basin shape. The changes in geome!ry of the
Amadeus Basin and its immediate northem neighbors
are illustrated for the various sequences in plan view
(Figures 7a-7f) and in crosssection (see Figure 13
below). In addition, continental scale
paleogeographic information is summarized in
Figures I to 12. Note that none ofthese figures has
been palinspastically reconstructed and that quite a
large amount of shortening has been superimposed
on some areas (particularly the northem Amadeus
Basin) during the last stage of basin development.

Activity preceding basin dcvelopment Igneous
activity was widespread in the southernmost Arunta
Block and in the Musgrave Block prior to the
beginning of sedimentation. In particular, basalts at
the western periphery of the Amadeus Basin,
centered over the western Musgrave Block, appear to
have been spatially and temporally linked to and
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cogenetic with the 110û 1200 Ma mantle-derived
layered mafic intrusions (Giles Complex, [Daniels,
197 4; Gray et al., 198 1l). These include the Tollu
Volcanics of the Bentley Supergroup dated at about
1064 + 23Ma (Rb-Sr age, which should be
regarded as a minimum age since the data indicate
isotopic disturbance [see Page et al., 1984] and the
Mt Harris Basalt in the southwestemmost part of the
Amadeus Basin lWells et al., 1970]. Basic dyke
swanns in both the Musgrave and Arunta Blocks,
were intruded into the above volcanics @aniels,
1974). The one age determination for the Stuart
Dyke Swarm in the southern AruntaBlock suggests
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Fig. 4. Schematic, composite stratigraphic sequence
for the northern Amadeus Basin based on
intersections in four key wells (located in Figure 2)
and supporting field sections. The code for the
stratigraphic units is given in Figure 3. (Outcrop
section missing from the upper part of the well
section of Ooraminna 1 (4 in Figure 2) is located
farther to the east as is the outcrop section added to
the base of the well.)
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that dyke emplacement lasted until at least about
900 Ma (Black et al., 1980; cf. Pa¡ker et al., 1987).

Early stages of basin development The early
stages of development are best illustrated in Figures
3,4  and7a.

Sequence I ûateProterozoic): Sequence 1
commenced with avery widespread quartzite
(Heavitree Quartzite and its conelatives) that is found
in all the major central Australian basins @igure 8a).
These sediments rwere generally deposited on a
metamorphic basement and unconformably on the
Stuart dikes in the southern Arunta Block. This
sequence of dominantly shallow marinè, quartzose
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sands was followed by platform carbonates, shales
and minor evaporites (see Figure 8b). Basalt, altered
by diagenetic and low-grade metamorphic processes
to spilite, was extruded within the upper sequence L
carbonates of ttre northeastern and central southem
parts of the Amadeus Basin.

The second
and sequences were characterizd by distinctive,
late Proterozoic, glacial deposits (Sturtian and
Marinoan. resoectivelv) which have been idenMarinoan, respectively) have been identifred
over large areas of Ausralia @gures 9a and 9b). In
the Amadeus Basin a large asymmeFical east-west
subbasin developed in the south ( Figure 7a)
separated by a narrow arch (Figures 7a and 13) from
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Fig. 5. Composite subsidence curve constructed for the northem Amadeus Basin
assuming local isostatic conditions, based on well data (Tyler 1, sequences 7-9 plus unit
F in sequence 6; West Waterhouse 1, units R and V in sequences 6; Dingo 1, unit F in
sequence 6 plus sequences 4 and 5; Ooraminna 1 sequences 2 and 3 plus outcrop data).
The relationships of subsidence history to sediment type and to tectoñic events are also
indicated (see text for explanation). The labeled orogenic events (recognizedin the south
of the basin, in the neighboring Georgina and Ngalia basins and farther af,reld) are
outlined in Table 2 (see also Figures 6a and 6b).

a second, shallower, subbasin to the north. Basin
development for both sequences 2 and3 was very
similar and deposition was characterizedby an early
phase in which deep, relatively narow basins
formed, followed, particularly during interval 3, by
widespread, roughly synchronous, and persistent
transgressions (see FiguresTa,9a and 9b). A minor
change in basin shape, most marked in the Georgina
Basin, heralded the onset of the transgression in the
upper pafi of sequence 3 (Figure 7a).

At a number of locations outside the Amadeus
Basin there is a hint that ttre extensive sequence 2
transgression accompanied a change in the tectonic
regime to one that was locally fault controlled. For
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I'ABLE1. ASummaryoftheSubsidenceHistoryforEachMegæequenceintheAmadeusBasin

Major Volcanism,
Code* Lithology Magmatism

Maximum
Source Diiection Tectonic Subsidence

Sediment Sou¡ce (F¡om) Subsidence, m Rate
l¿cuna

(Precedine)

I

6

B ,

P
M

c

S t o
G2

G1 to
D
T

L

Y

conglomerate,
sandstone

sandstone

sandstone

sandstone

carbonate,
mudrock,
'sa¡ds in W

carbonate,
sandstone

sandstone

mud¡ock

pogmatites NE of
basin

preceded by ræe
pegmatiteNEof

abundant basalt in
surrounding region

ra¡e ca¡bonatite NE of
basin

¡ 1800, possibly

-300

rapid bcrease major

very slow long-lived

slow minimal

steaù decline, mino¡
late inqease

rapidincrease minor

mino¡

rapid locally

rapid

moderate

moderate

steady

abundantbæement- nonh
derived clasts

lægely sedimentary

largely sedimenøry

sedimentary

bæement-derived
clasts

rnarine

basement-derived
clasß

ma¡ine

south -50

east-\ryest currents -1200

-750 in SWnonn, south, west

- 800in SW

north, south, west

mainly marine west, SW -500
feldspathic in west

feldspathic; basement- -400-1000,
de¡ivedclastsinS south,SW localized

z
J

o

IIìANNE

minimalin
north,
mæked in
South

minor

rnajorglacial
sediments,
sandstone

mud¡ock

glaciat
sediments,
sa¡dstone

carbonate maficvolcanismin
upper unit

maJor

major

Code for Strati
- 

Code for Stratigraphic units, see Figures 3 and 4.
Sources are \Vells et aI. [1970], Jones [1972], Black et al. Ii980], Parker et aI. [1987], Shergold et af. [1985], Shergold [1987].

example, the basic Wantapella Volcanics which
overlie sequence 2 (Sturtian) glacials in the eastern
Officer Basin are suggestive of extensional tectonism
there [Preiss, 1987,p.202], as is the Mud Tank
Carbonatite which intruded the southeastem Arunta
Block at 735 t 5 Ma [Black and Gulson, 1978].
Similarly, narrow, deep, northwesterly trending, en
echelon troughs in the western Georgina Basin date
from about the same time.

The middle stages of basin development. A
major change in the development of the Amadeus
Basin took place at the end of the Proterozoic, during
depositional interval4, when the main axis of
deposition shifted from the south to the north of the
basin. Distinct changes in basin geomety marked the
onset of each of the intervals, and the intervals
coincide with continent-wide events. The overall
facies changed from the grey mudrock and sandstone
characteristic of sequence 3 to red, arkosic sandstone
of sequence 4. At the same time, the "central arch"
ceased to exist and was replaced by a monoclinal
hinge (HL in Figure 13). The gross features of the
ne'w basin were maintained until the end of sequence
6 and by the beginning of sequence 7 subsidence was
very restricted.

Sequence 4 ûatest Proterozoic to Early
Cambnian): On a continent-wide scale, deposition of
sequence 4 in the latest Proterozoic star:ted with a
marked contraction in the extent of stdimentation

@gure 10a; see also Cook, [1988]), which became
localized in interconnected troughs near the cenual
eastern margin of the continent. Tlvo periods of
arkosic sandstone deposition have been reÆognized in
the several subbasins presently surrounding the
exposed Arunta Block (see inset of Figure 7b). The
two sandstone units overlapped older units,
producing basal disconformities in the Ngalia Basin
and in the western and south central parts of the
Amadeus Basin @gure 13). The units were
deposited concordantly in the deeper parts of two
subbasins (Carmichael and Ooraminn4 Figure 7b) in
the northem Amadeus Basin. and seismic
stratigraphic studies indicate that the two subbasins
became disconnected during the time of deposition of
the second unit [Lindsay, 1987a]. The westem
Carmichael subbasin thickened markedlv northwards.
whereas the eastern Ooraminna subbasirí thinned
northwards, where it may have been linked with a
small, fault-bounded subbasin in the Georgina Basin
(Figue 7b) which contained only the last phase of
this sequence. The abrrupt southward decrease in
thickness that formed in ttre Carmichael and
Ooraminna subbasins is refe,lred to here as the Earlv
Cambrian hinge line (tIL in Figure 13).

The Mount Cunie subbasin in the south of the
Amadeus Basin @gures 2 and 7b) which was deep,
narrow, and filled with arkose and conglomerate,
does not appear to have been linked to the northern
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Amadeus subbasins. Similarly, subbasins in the
Ngalia and Georgina basins were not obviously
linked to each other (7b). Overall it appears that there
were several small, substantially independent
subbasins.

A more restricted Eansgression in the late Early
Cambrian was characterized by red Archaeocyathid
carbonates across a wide region of subdued
topography in the Georgina Basin but did not
penetrate far into the Amadeus Basin (Figure 10b).
Two subbasins in the northwest Officer Basin formed
during this period [Jackson and van de Graaff,
19811. At the end of this interval, widespread plateau
basalts erupted at the periphery of the cennal

Australian region (Figure 10b), particularly in
northern Australia (e.g., Antrim Plateau Basalt) and
may have been related to bneakup of a supercontinent
which included Australia, North America, and
possibly eastem China [Bond et al., 1984; Bell and
Jefferson, 1987; Lindsay et al., 19871. The best
constrained date on the basaltic volcanism is an
apparent age of 575 + 40 Ma for the Table Hills
Volcanics in the Officer Basin (apparent Rb-Sr date
lcompston, 197 4]). Unconformities developed
above the basalts Uackson and van de Graaff, 1981;
Cook, 1988; Shergold et al., 1985; Walley, 19871
suggest that the volcanism was followed or
accompanied by regional uplift.
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Fig. 6. Time versus raw thickness bar diagram for the central Australian basins. a) Late_
Próterozoic diagram for the cenFal Australian basins and the Adelaide Geosyncline based
on tectonosrratiþaphic correlations (see Figure 1 for basin distribution). The tectonic
events, shown as dbuble-dashed lines (===) and named events S, A, and R are those
outlined in Figure 5 and Table 2. Volcanics are shown as V pattern. Age intervals are
probable maxima. Correlations principally follow Walter, [1980], Preiss and Forbes
ltggt], Preiss [987], Brewet etal. [1987]. b) Diagram for the Paleozoic central
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Stage 1
{  Mid-  Devon ian)

The felsic and minor mafic volcanics
(Mooracoochie Volcanics) near the inferred craton
margin in the Warburton Basin (see Figures 1 and
10b) are ma*edly altered, highly differentiated, and
lack definite andesite [Gatehouse, 1986]. The mafic
rocks are too altered for a definite origin to be
deduced, but thet relatively high TiO2 contents are
consistent with a continental setting. The low Al and
Sr contents of the high silica rocks suggest an origin
by crustal melting. These may represent ensialic
volcanism rather than volcanism in an island arc
setting as concluded by Gatehouse [1986]. These
volcanics may have formed in an extensional setting,
possibly on a rifted marginal plateau of ttrinned
continental crust.

Sequence 5 (Mid to Late Camb'rian): This
sequence, including most of the Pertaoorta Group,
spanned most of the remaining par:t of the Cambrian.

Figures 7c and 13 summarize the basin shape during
this interval, and Figures 10c and 10d summarize the
continent-wide pattems of sedimentation and
emergence. A widespread, but possibly short-lived,
break in sedimentation at the start of depositional
interval 5, at about the early Middle Cambrian, or
Ordian (Figure 5), was followed by deposition
cha¡acterized by peritidal plaform carbonate. This
break occurred in both the Amadeus Basin and much
of the Georgina Basin (Figure 68) [Morris, 1986;
Shergold et al., 1985; Walley, 19871. The
depocenters of the Carmichael and Ooraminna
subbasins in the north of the Amadeus Basin (Figure
7c) formed during the previous interval, shifted
slightly in position, and became linked while, at the
same time, the basin progressively expanded
southwards and overall rates of subsidence increased.
An abrupt facies change between carbonate and

Stage 2

{ Late- Devon ian)

Fig. 7. (continued)
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Fig. 9. Distribution and dominant facies of Late Proterozoic sedimentation. (a) Sturtian
glacial period (megasequence 2) and (b) Marinoan glacial perid (megasequence 3).

Fig. 8. Paleogeographic sketch at megasequence 1
time showing broad-scale, interpretâtive isopachs for
two phases of sedimentation (regions of presently
exposed early and middle Proterozoic and Archaean
basement are shown by a cross (+) pattern). (a)
Dstribution limits for the basal quartzite units
(comparable to Heavitree Quartzite) outlining regions
with greater than 500 m of sediment plus maximum
thickness estimates (in kilometers). (b) Distribution
limits for the inferred regions of maximum deposition
for the overlying carbonate and shale-dominaied units
in the upper part of sequence 1 (comparable to Bitter
Springs Formation). Maximum thicknesses (in
kilometers) are indicated. The distribution of mafic
volcanics is also shown (v pattern). Assumed
tectonostratigraphic correlates of Heavitree Quarøite
are: Dean Quartzite (?), Vaughan Springs Qua
Townsend Quartzite, lowerLefroy beds, basal
are: Dean Quartzite (?), Va
Townsend Quartzite, lowerTownsend Quartzite, lowerLefroy beds, basal
quartzites of Bura Group, Yackah beds, Denison
beds, Lewis Range Sandstone, Muriel Rangebeds, Lewis Range Sandstone, Mur
Sandstone, and Munya Sandstone (Sandstone, and Munya Sandstone (compare Figure
6a). Tectonic features are T, Torrens Hinge Zone;
W, Woolanga Gravity Lineament; E, Ennugan
Gravity Lineament; L, Lake MacKay Gravity
Lineament; and A, Angus Gravity Lineament.

Springs Quartzite,

ngeZnne;



Fig. 9. (continued)
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Fig. 11. Evolving Australia-wide patterns of sedimentation and emergence for the period
from Early Ordovician to Late Silurian (megasequences 6 and 7 and lower sequence 8).
(a) Early Ordovician, (b) mid-Ordovician, (c) Late Ordovician to Early Silurian, and (d)
Middle to Late Silurian. (Present-day Precambrian basement areas Íre also shown to
provide a reference framework).
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(Figure 12a) and A, Connors-Aubum Arc (Figure 12c).
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Fig. 13. Outline of the stages of morphological
deveþment in the Amadeus Basin. Basin shapes
are distinctive for each megasequence. Sequence 1
appears to be relatively uniform in thickness and is
not shown. Major conglomeratic units a¡e
highlighted. Section lines are located in Figures 7a to
7f. "X" is at latitude 24oN, longitude 123oS.
Tectonic features are: A, late Proterozoic a¡ch and
HL, interval 4 hinge line. Basin shapes are based on
raw sediment thicknesses. Where the basin edge is
not preserved basin shapes are inferred by
extrapolation. Inferred active faults are also shown.
See text for discussion of inferred active faults.

clasúc deposition ("Finke-line", F in Figure 7c)
parallels a northwesterly zÐne of thinning
immediately west of a line of discontinuous structures
noted in Figure 7c (i.e., G,I; see also Cook t19711).
Red sandstone deposition continued in both the
Ngalia and western Amadeus basins.

The rapid subsidence and progressive onlap is
also seen in the Georgina Basin which expanded to
the west and northwest (Figures 7b and 7c). Here
the Middle Cambrian depocenters were grabenlike
structules with a norttrwesterly trend whose positions
changed little with time. Iæal and rapid facies
variations at the basin margin [Morris, 1986] are
consistent with syndepositional transçurrent or
normal faulting.

On the periphery of the central Australian region
the break in sedimentation at the start of interval 5
corresponded to the end of the basic volcanism and to
the start of the most widespread transgression during
the Cambrian, which covered much of the
northwestern craton [Shergold et al., 1985; Cook,
19881 @gure 10c), and which marked the beginning
of subsidence in the Bonaparte (Gulf) Basin. The
easterï craton margin at this ståge may have
corresponded approximately to ttre Tasman Line
(Figures 9a and 9b lHill, 1951]; see also Murray et
al. [1989]). Basal units of alluvial conglomerate
resting on basement at the eastem and western
margins of the Georgina Basin suggest that basement
uplift and erosion preceded the widespread
transgression in these flanking regions (e.g., DI in
Figure 7c) [see Walley, 1987; Shergold et al., 1985].

Sequence 6 ûatest Cambrian to mid-Ordovician);
This sequence conesponds to the Larapinta Group
(Figures 3 and 4). Figure 7d summarizes the basin
shape during this interval andFigures 1la and 11b
summarize the continent-wide paleogeography. The
interval started with a widespread erosional break,
known in the Ngalia Basin as the Bloodwood
Movement [Wells and Moss, 1983], which may
correspond to the Delamerian Orogeny in the
Adelaide Geosyncline (Iable 2andD in Figures 5
and 6b) [Shergold et al., 1985; Rutland et al., 1981;
Parker, 19861. An Idamean faunal gap in the
Amadeus Basin suggests the occurrence of a basin-
wide hiatus, whereas in the Georgina Basin the
corresponding bneak may have occurred slightly later
[Shergold et al., 1985]. A break in deposition also
occured in the Officer Basin [ackson and van de
Graaft 198 11. Very localized pegmatite was
emplaced in the southeastern Arunta Block at 520 Ma
[Mortimer et al., 1987] possibly during the same
event (Figure 5). Following this break in
sedimentation, the Amadeus Basin initially contracted
(Pacoota Sandstone time) and a new depocenter was
formed (compare Figures 7c and 7d). Throughout
sequence 6, ttre facies were consistently uniform,
being sand dominated and ma¡ine. After this initial
contraction the basin expanded sporadically
southward, overstepping sequence 5. There was a
retun to an east-west elongation, in contrast to the
primarily northwesterly transgressions that
chuactenzed, sequence 5. The southward expansion
of the basin suggests suMued topography to the
south. A unit of probable Ordovician age in the
Ngalia Basin @jagamara Formation) may correspond
to this period, suggesting that the main basin
expanded northwards as well as southwards. In the
Georgina Basin, two linear, asymmerical and
northwesterly trending subbasins formed (outlined by
the Toko Group; A and B in NE of Figure 7d).

During the Early Ordovician the Amadeus Basin
was connected to an open ocean in the east (Figure
1la; see also Powell t19831). By the mid-Ordovician
the basin appears to have also been connected to an
open ocean to the west through the Canning Basin
(Figure llb) [Kennard etal., 1986]. Carbonate
deposition became dominant in the neighboring
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Alice Springs
Orogeny

Permja:a Movement

(Ð

Rodingan Movement

(B)

hiatus at base of
sequence 6

(D)

Peærmann Ranges
Orogeny

GI)

Tabber¿bber¿n
Orogeny (380-390
Ma)

Benambrran Orogeny
(43G440 Ma)

Delamerian (about
505-520 Ma)
Faunal gap in
Georgina Basin

l¡werCamb¡ian
Early Orodovician
Middle Cambrian
Defonnation

Huckitt¿ Movernent
(Georgina Basin)

folding

warping, folding,
block faulting

localized faulting

folding
discontinuity,
folding

discontinuity

east-viest folding,
srike-slip faulting;
widespread NE
folding; hiatus
ove¡ much of
Ausu-alia ftom
mid-Ordovician

D1 folding about
505-520Ma Þ

folding about 48G
495 Ma

Jukesian folding
folding, thrusting

erosion at top of
Mopunga Grroup

Petermarn Ranges
Nappe

hiatus below and
within Yuendumu
Sandstone

mild regional
unconformity

unconformity
between Pinyinna
and Winnall beds

block faulting
precedes uplift and
regional erosion

deformations I and 2

uplift and erosion
following
emplacement of
Stua¡tDike Swarm

high temperature,
low pressure

meømorphism; open
foldine

Basins

Tæmanides: Hill End
Trough

Drummond, Darling
and Adavale Bæins

WarrabinTrough
South l¿chlan Fold

Belt

South l¡chlan Fold
Belt Àd¿vale Basin,
DarlingBasin in
East (Cobar, NSW)

South I¿chlan Fold
Belt
Thomson Fold Belt

Kanmantoo Fold Belt

WestTæmania
WestTæmania

Georgina Basin

C¡ntral, western and
southem Amadeus
Basin

South Amadeus Basin

Ngalia Basin

Adelaide Geosyncline

Ngalia &West
Georgina Basins

South Amadeus
Basin

Ngalia, Georgina and
Amadeus basins

WestTæmania

A¡unta baæment

South A¡unta Block

TABLE 2. Corælation Bemeen Unconformities and

MountEclipse
Orogeny

Kanimblan Orogeny
(32G350 Ma)

z
JÁ

I

15
J

6
15

18
't
5
8
9
l4

(H)?580-605

-43ù4ø,0

-49ù525

s8G,605

680-700

800-750

865-900

1200-1100

1 1

12, t3
19
20

J

2 , 3 ,  t 7

South Range
Movement

(s)

Areyonga Movement

(A)

An¡ntaMovement

(R)

Ormison
tec1oth€fmâI
event

Duttonian tectonism

Rinkabeena
Movement

Vaughan Springs
Movement

Sturtia¡ tectonism

Penguin Orogeny

nonconformity over
much of continent

Kulgeran æctonism

5

J

t

2 l

10

16
1 7

1, \ùy'elts et al. [1970];2, Wells and Moss [1983]; 3, Frceman [1986]; 4, Powell et al. [1977] and Powell [1984];5, Fergusson et 4_, [l-9861; q,-Rary?y
an¿ Van¿en¡eig t19ú7I 7, Deselins et a[ t1986]; 8, Munay [1986]; 9,]tr/rcbby et al. {19811; 1_0, Black e! f . [t_lapl_¡ t l,,195!9!11?!6] 1.2, S_!91g9_ld_e1
at. tl985l; 13, S-hèrsold'tlg82ñ t¿,Ìranison tr980l; 15, Dóuich and Nichglq! tt978! 16, Wilson et al. [1960] cf. Weþþ tle!.S-li !1, Preiss [1987]; 18,
Gleì et ai. t19861; 1-9, Banks ana s¡Ue ttggSl; 20, Berry and Crawfo¡d [1988]; 21, Tumer [1989]i and22, Shaw and Black [1990].

* Time scale of Ha¡land et al. [1982]; Age range estimated from references listed.
f See Figures 3, 5, 6a, and 6b.
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Canning and Georgina basins. In the Canning Basin
there is evidence of NE-SW extension initiating the
Fitzroy Trough in the Ordovician [Purcell and Poll,
19841. At ttre same time subsidence rates in the
northern Amadeus Basin appear to have markedly
increased (Figure 5).

Sequence 7 (Late Ordovician): This sequence
(Carmichael Sandstone), deposited in the Late
Ordovician, is of short duration and might
alternatively be grouped with sequence 6. We
distinguish it because it signals the onset of a
profound change in basin shape (Figure 7e). The
Carmichael Sandstone comprises a mixed fluviatile
and marine unit that appears to be concordant with
sequence 6 in the west of the basin [Webby et al.,
19811. The infened depocenter and westem limit of
deposition are illustrated in Figure 7e although
constraints on this geomeby are poor. There is a
suggestion that the sediments thicken and are
fluviatile and coarser grained than to the south, in
contrast to sequence 6. No clearly defined
depocenter is apparent but a marked shift in the axis
of maximum deposition from that of sequence 6
suggests that there may be a short-duration time break
at the base of the unit and some change in the tectonic
driving forces.

The final
stages are best i 7e and7f.

A long-
lived and widespread b¡eak in sedimentation is

Because of the poor age constraints, the rates of
deposition are uncertain. The clean quartz sands are
of mixed aeolian, fluviatile and arguably shallow
marine facies, characteristics that all suggest
extensive winnowing and slow sedimentation. The
lack of immature sediments suggests that the nearby
source region lacked significant topography. It is
apparent that in the northeast of the basin the large
scale tilting occurred before or during sequence 8
deposition, with the sediments to the east being

overlie the Merepnie Sandstone with only a minor
erosional break (Figure 6b). Three depositional
stages are recognized, associated with distinct
changes in basin shape during this period (see
Figures Tfand 13).

1. The subbasin of the first stage, defined by ttre
mid-Devonian Parke Siltstone, is narrow and
indicative of short wavelength (5 100 km) warping.
The subbasin is obliquely inclined to the trace of the
Redbank Thrust Tnne @ZinFigures 7a amd 7Ð and
the basin margin. The unit is continuous northwards
to the preserved margin without any sign of a
marginal facies, and this suggests that it may have
extended considerably beyond the present margin.

2. The subbasin óf thê second init of sand-and
conglomeratic sand, the Late Devonian
Hermannsburg Sandstone, is again oblique to the
structurally upturned basin margin, and its depocenter
is to the south ofthat ofthe ea¡lierphase, close to the
Gardiner Thrust.

3. The depocenter for the third stage lies
northwards of the second-stage depocenter and the
basin locally onlaps abnuptly onto the upturned
northern margin of the basin possibly in response to
salt movements @radshaw and Evans, 1988). The
ttrird stage of the subbasin cont¿ins a minimum of 2-
3 km of preserved conglomeratic, molasselike
sandstone and conglomerate (Late Devonian Brewer
Conglomerate).

In general, phenoclasts deposited during the
second and thi¡d stages coarsen upwards, and clast
types distinctive of each formation and basement
clasts indicate erosion of 4-5 lcrn of section to expose
basement along the northem basin margin. The rate
of deposition appears to have reached 250 mffa or
more [Jones, 1972; Shaw, 1987]. Evidence from
four K-feldsp*40¡¡p9¡l age spectra from the
Arunta basement suggest that basin margin uplift
started in the Late Devonian and that the site of
maximum uplift moved southwards with time, that
sedimentation continued well into the Carboniferous
and that ttre final uplift at the site of the uptumed
northern basin margin occurred in the mid-
Ca¡boniferous (320-300 Ma) [Shaw et al., 1989].

In the Ngalia Basin, at least 2.2kmof
synorogenic arkosic sandstone, the Mount Eclipse
Sandstone (Figures 6b and 7f), are recognized as
having been deposited during thrusting of basement
over the northern basin margin between the latest
Devonian and the late Early Carboniferous (i.e.,

referred to as the Rodingan Movement separates
sequences 7 and 8, and corresponds to the Late
Ordovician to Early Silurian Benambran Orogeny in
ttre Tasman Orogen Clable 2 and Figure 11c).
Sequence 8 comprises the Mereenie Sandstone,
whose age is poorly constrained because it lacks
fossils but is generally assumed to be Silurian to
Early Devonian. The main depocenter for this
sequence is farther south than that of the earlier
sequences and appears to be unrelated to that of
sequence 7. The main depocenter is approximately
over the Gardiner Thrust and the stratigraphic
thinning there of both older and young sequences
suggests that sporadic movements occurred on this
thrust over a prolonged time interval. There is a
suggestion of secondary segmentation into three en
echelon subbasins [Wells et al., 1970, Figure 34].
The sediments of the sequence I exhibit rapid
thinning at the northern and southern basin margins
[Wells et al., 1970] and this suggests differential
movements there at the time of deposition. The basin
margins are interpreted to have been close to the
presently preserved margins of sequence 8, as
sequence 8 is overstepped by sequence 9 in the
northeast ofthe basin (Figure 7e) [Kennard et a1.,
19861. In the central westemmost part of the
Amadeus Basin, sequence 8 appears to concordantly
and gradationally overlie sequence 7 [work of M
Owen, as discussed by Kennard et al. [1986]
suggesting that any time break there is minimal,
whereas in the northeast a considerable section
(1300 m or more) appears to have been removed
during the Rodingan Movement.

of this sequence (Pertnjara Group)



Visean lWells and Moss, 1983]). As such these
sandstones are slightly younger than the youngest
preserved Late Devonian B¡ewer Conglomerate in the
Amadeus Basin [see Playford et al., 1976]. Vitrinite
reflection data [Jones, 1972] andpreliminary
modelling of K-feldspar404tp84¡ age spectra [Shaw
et al., 19891 imply that L krn or more of additional
sediment existed at the northern margin of the basin
and has since been removed. The correlate of the two
early stages of the sequence in the western Georgina
Basin is the Dulcie Sandstone which forms an
asymmetrical northwesterþ trending basin containing
relatively mature sandstone. The early stages of this
tectonism in the Amadeus Basin correlate with
subparallel extensional tectonism in the Canning
Basin [Figure l2c, cf. Purcell and Poll, 1984].

BASEMENT STRUCTURE AND UPLIFT
HISTORY

Constraints can be placed on the nature of the
tectonic driving forces by determining the spatial,
temporal, and geometric relationships between basin
subsidence and the uplift of basement surrounding
the basin. In this section we review the gross crustal
structure in the central Australian region and
summarize new and published data on the uplift
history of the northern and southern margins of the
Amadeus Basin.

Basement Structure

The central Australian basins coincide with a
series of Bouguer and free-air gavity peaks and
troughs of exceptional magnitude, implying that the
deep-seated structure is also of unusual magnitude
(Figure 14). Gravity peaks correspond
approximately to exposed zones of uplifæd
granulites, and the gravity noughs align
approximately with underthrust granitic crust,
amphibolite facies rocks and the thicker parts of the
basin sections [Forman and Shaw, 1973; Mathur,
r9761.

The southern margin of the Amadeus Basin
appears to have been a major reverse fault, which
was active at various times throughout basin
development (Figure 13). Farther to the south the
V/oodroffe Thrust (Figure 14) ovenides basemenr
and, at its eastern end an offshoot of the thrust
possibly also overrides sediments [Forman and
Shaw, 19731 (further discussion below). The
northem margin of the basin is a complex thrust belt
made up of north dipping, southerly directed rhrusrs
(Figures 14 and 15), and its structure is sufficiently
well constrained from both structu¡al and geophysical
studies to enable the link between basin subsidence
and basement uplift to be examined quantiøtively.
The whole northern thrust belt is, on average, only
about 30-50 km across. It is dominated by two
principal thrust complexes, the Redbank Thrust Zone
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(RTZ in Figures 14 and 15) which is a 5-10 km wide
zone of a¡astomosing mylonite, and the nearby
subparallel Ormiston Thrust Zone (ON) (refened to
here as the Ormiston ThrusÐ (Figures 14 and 15). A
ttrird zone of faulting underlies a regional monoclinal
flexure at the basin margin, referred to as the
MacDonnell Homocline (orAmadeus) (MH, Figure
1s).

The principal master thrusts of the RTZ dip
northwards with surface dips ranging from 30o to 70o
with an average dip of about 45o. Seismic reflection
data down to at least 40 km show no evidence for the
dip becoming shallower with depttr [Goleby et al.,
19891. The Ormiston Thrust has near surface dips
ranging widely benveen 30o and 60o along much of its
length, although down plunge cross sections show
that it shallows upwards and westwards. Basement
reverse faults underlying both this thrust and the
homocline dip at about 70o @igure 15, see also
Majoribanks , ï197 6l). That is, the thrusts do not
appear to shallow progressively towards the foreland
as is the case in a typical imb'ricate thrust belt.

Multiple detachment zones are exposed in
carbonate sequences at the base of the upturned
sedimentary sequence at the homocline edge. These
detachment zones are thought to have formed as the
sequence was progressively overturned in front of
"thick-skinned" basement thrust wedges to the north
[Shaw et al., 1991] (see also Majoribanks I19761).
At the northeastern margin, cover nappes formed
ahead of and above southerlv directed basement-
cored nappes (Figure 14mip, see also Stewart and
Oaks t19871). There, the presence ofa higher salt
unit (Chandler Formation) allowed a second
detachment zone to deveþ. Southward translation
in the northeast was facilitated by ramping and the
tansferring of thrust movement to a shallower
detachment zone.

Teleseismic travel-time anomalies measured
across the basin and Arunta Block along two north-
south lines ofclosely spaced recorders, as well as
gavity data, surface geology, aeromagnetic data, and
petrophysical properties of the exposed rocks, can be
interpreted in terms of a model with a single
megashear, corresponding to the RTZ, which
penetrates to mantle depths at an angle of about 45o.
A variation in depth of the Moho of up to 20 km,
over horizontal distances of less than 50 km, is
required by these geophysical data, implying an
underthrust keel of lower crust south of the RTZ and
upthrust lower crust and upper mantle north of it
ll-ambeck et al., 1988]. The seismic reflection
records support the view that the Ormiston Thrust
merges with the RTZ at depths of about 20 km
[Goleby et al., 1989]. Thus it appears that the RTZ
is a major deep-seated fault and that the Ormiston
Nappe is accompanied by minimal thin-skinned
imbrrication. Much of the crustal shortening in the
Aruntaregion can bg..dccounted for by displacements
across the Redbar*-and Ormiston thrusts. Balancing
of c¡oss sections down to the depth of the Moho
suggests that shortening of the order 40-60 km has
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Fig. 14. Map and interpretative crosssectiou showing crustal scale structural features in
central Australia and their relation to the Bouguer gravity profile [revised after Forman
and Shaw 119731, \ñ/ells and Moss [1983], Shaw et al. [1984], Webb [1985], and
Lambeck U9911. Faults dashed where concealed or position approximate. Tectonic
features are ANC, Arltunga Nappe Complex; BT, Black Hills Thrust; CB, Canning
Basin; CT, Cadney Thrusq IC, Illogwa Schist Zone; LG, Iævenger Graben; MT,
Munvadai Thrust.
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occurred since inception of the RedbankThrust in the
mid-Proterozoic [Shaw and Black, 1991]. This is in
contrast to the 50-100 km suggested by the thin-
skinned style of model [Teyssier, 1985] in which
steep imbricate thrusts were envisaged to branch from
a relatively shallow dipping master sole tlrrust which
dates from the Alice Springs Orogeny.

The crustal structure of the southern basin margin
is similar to ttrat of ttre northern margin (Figure 14).
Modeling of teleseismic travel-time anomalies across
the southem margin þambeck and Burgess, 19901
suggests that the shallow south dipping Woodroffe
Thrust steepens at depth in the region of the Mann
Thrust (WI and MF in Figure 14 cross section). In
the central and southern parts of the basin a region of
thin-skinned north directed thrust system is identified
from surface structural and reflection seismic data
[Shaw et al., 1991]. This thrust system appears to
have its root at the southern margin of the basin (see
the work of B. Simmons as discussed by Edgoose et
al. [1990]) and may link up with the Woodroffe
Thrust at depth @gure 14). Infolded outliers of
sequence I rocks at the southwestern margin of the
basin have been interpreted to make up the Petermann
Ranges Nappe (Figure 14) [see Forman 1963,1966).

Uplift History of Northern Basin Margin (Arunta
Block)

The uplift history of basement in the hinterland
no¡th of the basin has been examined in detail by
Shaw and Black [1991] using Rb-Sr methods and by
Shaw et al. t1989j using x-Ài a64o¡¡pe61
methods. The main results of these studies are as
follows.

1. Two ages of southerly directed overthrusting
are indicated for the the Redbank Thrust Zone at
1400-1500 Ma and 350-400 Ma. These two
overttrusting events arc separated by a
tectonothermal event at about 1100 Ma characterizú
by high-temperature, low pressure metamorphism,
migmatization and anatectic granite and pegmatite

EARLY STAGE
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w sandstone
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emplacement. That no major shearing event is
recognized in the Redbank Thrust between about
1400 and 400 Ma implies that movement on this
zone was not significant in this interval and that this
thrust did not exercise a major control on
sedimentation in the Amadeus Basin until after about
400 Ma.

2. a01r';p9¡ age spectra show that samples
immediately underlying the region north of the basin
were uplifted to upper crustal levels, sufficient to cool
the micas through their closure tempemtures of 200o-
300oC, by about 1100-1200 Ma. The most southerly
sample sites were uplifted to upper crustal levels
before intrusion of the unmetamorphosed, high-level
Stuart Dikes at about 900 Ma and to within 2 km of
the surface before deposition commenced in the
Amadeus Basin after 900 Ma.

3. Clasts in the sequence 2 and 3 sediments in the
northem Amadeus Basin have been derived from
underlying successively exhumed sequences and
ultimately from basement. This indicates that uplift
and erosion of basement hinterland occured in two
pulses at this time, to both the north and south of the
Amadeus Basin [Wells et al., 1970].

4. The a06vp9 P spectra for K-feldspars over tlrc
region between the Amadeus and Ngalia basins imply
that movement on the Redbank Thrust stafied slowly
between 400-350 Ma and that movement on the
Ormiston Thrust and in the adjacent homocline
continued until about 300 Ma.

Upltft History of the Southern Basin Mørgin
(Musgrave Block)

The following events affected the basement at the
southern margin of the basin.

l. A series of basement events, overlapping in
time, occured from about 1200 Ma to 1000 Ma.
These were, from oldest to youngest, granulite
metamorphism, intrusion of the mafic and ultramafic
intrusions of the Giles Complex, the widespread
emplacement of the Kulgera granites, and bimodal

I \4IDDLE STAGE
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Fig. 15. Generalised north-south crosssection asross the northern Amadeus Basin, the
southern Arunta Block, and the Ngalia Basin at longitude 132o40' from latitude 22"27.5'S
to 24"15'5. The final, middle, and early depositional stages are as in the text. Local onlap
during the final stage is shown schematically. Tectonic features are MH, MacDonnell
Homocline, ON, Ormiston Nappe Thrust Zone and RTZ, Redbank Th¡ust Zone.
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vulcanism [Compston and Nesbitt, 1967; Daniels,
1974; Mathur and Shaw, 1982; Page et al., 19841.
Major uplift of the Musgrave Block at this time
accords with widespread K-Ar mineral ages implying
cooling during uplift and erosion between about
1120 Ma and 1000 Ma [Webb, 1985].

2. From palaeogeographic considerations it
appears that the Musgrave Block was partly
submergent at least in the west during deposition of
sequence 1 (see Figure 8, and Jackson and van de
Graaff 1981).

3. Renewed minor uplift in the early stages of
sequence 2 deposition is indicated by clasts, probably
derived from sequence 1 and underlying volcanics,
preserved in sequence 2 units in the western Officer
Basin [Jackson and van de Graaff, 1981], eastern
Officer Basin (where rare basement clasts a¡e
preserved [Preiss, 1987] and in southwest Amadeus
Basin fWells et al., 1970].

4. An angular unconformity, recognized between
sequences 2 and3 in the southern Amadeus Basin
[Wells et al., 1970], indicates that uplift probably
extended onto the basement to the south.

5. Some uplift and erosion of the Musgrave
Block is suggested during deposition of sequence 3
by clasts derived from the basement as well as from
sequence 1 (in a conglomeratic phase of the Winnall
beds [Wells et al., 1970].

6. Uplift and erosion followed a period of
folding and thrusting known as the Petermann
Ranges Orogeny and accounts for the unconformity
seen between sequences 3 and 5 in the south ofthe
basin.

Most of the uplift of the Musgrave Block, which
preceded basin formation, is not readily related to the
Petermann Ranges Orogeny at about 600 Ma as
defrned by D. J. Forman (discussed by Wells et al.
t19701). The orogeny is centered in the northern part
of the Musgrave Block, north of the Woodroffe
Thrust (see Figure 14), and produced folding in the
central and westem parts of the basin [Cook, 1968;
V/ells et al-, l970l. From a reassessment of regional
geological relationships it is concluded tÌrat the
Petermann Ranges deformation was much smaller in
magnitude and had substantially died out before
deposition of sequence 4 (see below). The
depositional history of the sequence 4 sediments is
not consistent with synorogenic deposition in front of
a major overthrust belt involving a giant fold nappe.
In particular, the sequence 4 subbasin at the southern
margin (Mount Currie Conglomerate) is too nÍurow,
of the order of 30 km, to be a foreland basin which
formed in front of a major nappe structure (sequence
4 in Figure 13). To allow a basement fold nappe to
develop, upper greenschist to amphibolite facies
metamorphic conditions are required before
penetrative plastic flow can take place. However, the
overburden provided by sequences 2 and 3 (i.e., a
maximum of 4-5 km) is insufficient to induce such
metamorphic condiúons. Arkose and conglomerate,
remarkably similarto the Mount Currie
Conglomerate, occupy a small graben within the
Musgrave Block [Webb, 1985; Major, 1973] and if

the latter arkose does indeed correlate with sequence
4, then extensional tectonism may have affected the
Musgrave Block at this time.

The Petermann Ranges Orogeny is considered to
have culminated immediately after sequence 3
deposition. Clasts of sequence 3 sandstone (Winnall
beds) appear to have been litltified and redeposited in
the sequence 4 Mount Cunie Conglomerate based on
the work of D. J. Forman, as discussed by Wells et
al. t19701) and substantial uplift of the Musgrave
Block may have taken place in the latest Precamb'rian
during or immediately after deposition of sequence 3,
whereas sequence 4 appears to be substantially
postorogenic. Rather than place the Petermann
Ranges Orogeny in the Early Cambrian, we propose
ttrat it was of smaller magnitude (see altemative cross
section in Forman t19631) and that it was initiated
early in sequence 3 deposition and culminated with
ttre folding of sequence 3 rocks before deposition of
sequence 4 in narrow basins and its onlap by
sequence 5.

TECTONIC INTERPRETATION OF AMADEUS
BASIN SEQUENCES

Plau.sible Mechanisms of Basin Formationfor tlu
Amodeus Basin

Mechanisms of basin formation can be
cha¡acterized according to whether subsidence is
primarily driven by inplane, thermal, or gravitational
forces. In the first category, environments for
sediment accumulation form as the lithosphere
deforms in response to horizontal stresses acting
within the lithosphere. These stresses may be either
extensional or compressional. In ttre thermally driven
models the primary cause of basin formation is heat
input into the lithosphere, producing uplift followed
by erosion and subsidence as the lithosphere cools
and responds isostatically to the redistribution of
mass. The gravitationally based mechanisms are
those where the lithosphere responds essentially
passively to a redistribution of surface loads (e.g.,
topography), for example, by erosion and
sedimentation. Commonly, more than one of these
processes contributes to formation of an individual
basin. Basins such as the Amadeus Basin, whose
history spans about 600 Ma from late Proterozoic to
late Paleozoic, are likely to exhibit a complex
interplay between the various mechanisms.

Several different single-mechanism models have
been proposed for the Amadeus Basin. Olenin
Í19671, Rutland lI976l, Veevers ll976l,Doutch and
Nicholas [1978], and Bozhkov t19861 proposed that
the basin was an aulacogen formed by large-scale
rifting where the other two arms formed the westem
margin of the Tasman Orogen. Veevers et al. U9841
suggested that the basin was a giant pull-apart feature
and that deposition was coeval with, and slightly
oblique to, several major east-northeast continental
scale transforms to the east. Lindsay et al. t19871
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argued that all the central Ausfralian basins formed as
a result of two failed rifting events, one initiated at
about 900 Ma and the second at about 600 Ma,
followed by a compressional phase of inversion at
about 400 Ma. None of these models have been
quantified. Quantitative compressional models
involving varying degrees of crustal warping and
block-faulting loads were proposed by Lambeck
t19831 and McQueen and Beaumont [1989]. In both
these models the vertical movements in the central
Australian basins and adiacent basement blocks are
closely linked.

Indicators of basin-forming meclønism

The nine episodes of subsidence (Figures 4, 5,6a
and 6b) are each represented by lithologically and
geometrically distinct megasequencgg, and
consecutive sequences afe separated by
unconformities. These episodes of subsidence can be
traced over most of the central Australian region and
can be related to tectonic events occurring at its
periphery (Iable 2). This, plus the absence of a
major thermal event within the region after about 900
Ma, suggests that the primary basin-forming
mechanism was the rcsponse of the lithosphere to
horizontal stress fields generated at the continental or
plate margins and that the lithosphere acts as a stress
guide over long distances [Richardson et a]., 197 9;
Cloetingh and Vy'ortel, 1986; Lambeck et al., 1987;
Ziegler, 1987).

Secondary Controls on Basin Formation

In addition to the principal driving mechanisms a
number of secondary processes amplify basin
formation and may have been important at various
times throughout the basin's evolution.

These secondary controls include the following.
1. Preexisting topography is likely to persist

between one episode of basin formation and the next
[cf. England and Richardson, 1980; Stephenson,
19841.

2. Simultaneous erosion from highs and
deposition in troughs on flexed and stressed
lithosphere can cause resurgence of subsidence and
amplification of the deformation. It is, for example, a
major factor enhancing lithospheric flexu¡e in
compressional models [Lambeck, 1983; McQueen
and Beaumont, 19891.

3. Stress-relaxation due to flow in relatively
ductile layers of ttre lower crust or upper mantle, or
bnittle failure in the upper crust, modifies the shape
and depth of preexisting basins. During phases of
compressional basin formation the effect of the
flexural sEess relaxation is to reduce the basin's
width and increase its depth, by amounts that are a
function of lithospheric rheology, the magnitude of
the stress-differences generuted, the ttrermal evolution
of the lithosphere, and time [Lambeck, 1983; Quinlan
and Beaumont, 19841. During intervàls when
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compressional st¡esses a¡e reduced, stress relaxation
will produce a rebound of the earlier generated
deformation and a widening of the basin, assuming
no permanent or plastic deformation, as ttre region as
a whole attempts to reestablish a hydrostatic stress
state.

4. Differential compaction increases rapidly with
the depth of overburden and is greatest in the deepest
part of the basin. The resulting increase in sediment
load may be further accentuated by time-dependent
diagenetic processes such as dolomitization and
silicification related to fluid flow in preexisting and
thicker parts of the basin [Gallagher and Lambeck,
19891 and this may be one reason why younger
successor basins invariably preserve aspects of the
shape of ttre precursor basin.

5. Changes in sea level generated by global
tectonic processes outside the region may account for
smaller-scale retrogradational and progradational
cycles superimposed on the mega cycles
corresponding to major changes in basin shape.
These processes, including changes in the rate of
seafloor spreading or the breakup of continents, in
the latest Proterozoic and Early Cambrian, may have
contributed further to sea level changes in the
intervals 4, 5, and 6. The melting of the late
Proterozoic ice sheets would also have produced
significant changes in sea level and may have
contributed to ttre widespread transgressions that
have been identified during the depositional intervals
2 and 3. The maximum sea level change from either
glacial or tectonic causes does not exceed a few
hundred meters and, on its own, cannot account for
any of the Amadeus fluvial and shallow marine
sequences, all of which have compacted thicknesses
in excess of 900 m. Neither can sea level changes
account for the varying amounts of subsidence within
any one basin.

6. Tectonic processes which operate within the
upper crust, particularly within the basin sediments,
may be only partly dependent on processes on the
scale of the lithosphere. One example of this is the
effect of salt flowage, which may have had a major
control on the development of the Amadeus Basin
(Lindsay, 1987b).

Tectonic Development of tlte Amndew Basin

Sequence 9 (Early Devonian to Carboniferous):
An examination of the tectonic development of the
Amadeus Basin in terms of the evolving basin-
forming mechanism is best treated by starting with
the most recent sequences for which the evidence is
better preserved than older sequences, the
preservation of which was reduced by denudation
during the Devonian-Carboniferous Alice Springs
Orogeny (see Table 2).

An appropriate model for the Amadeus Basin
during the compressive phases may be the tilted fault
block model of McQueen and Beaumont U9891.
Foreland basin models based on gravitational loading
of the lithosphere by subhorizontal, "thin-skinned"
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ttrust belts such as those of Beaumont [1981] neglect
the effect of the horizontal compressive force which
will tend to magnify the lithospheric flexure and
reduce the basin width and/or will make the plate
appear to be flexurally weaker than it actually is.
Figure 16 summarizes conceptually ttre results of
calculating the loading effects of movement on a
lithospheric'thick-skinned" thrust fault using elastic
plate theory in which the lithosphere is assumed to
behave as a broken semi-infinite plate. It is important
to realize that as a result of the interplay between
inplane stresses, flexural stress, and surface loading,
the overall driving force may be compressional and
the local response may be extensional depending on
factors such as depth, location, and changes in
overall stress magnitudes. The model succeeds in
explaining basin shapes deveþed during deposition
of sequence 9.

In the preliminary models deveþed so fm,
translation on a preexisting fault through the
lithosphere is produced initially by the vertical
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component of the compressive force acting directly
across the fault and not by the thrust sheets moving
ahead of their root zone as in the foreland basin
model. The compressional forces cause the
lithosphere to nìove upwards on the hanging wall and
downwards on the footwall as the plates flex in
response to the redistribution of the stress @igure
16a) in the manner demonstrated in the models of
Gunn [1947]. The model incorporates the load of the
overthrust block and the load due to seawater or
sediments filling the uough. E¡osion of the hanging
wall of the fault and sediment deposition on the
foonryall increase the effectiveness of tltis mechanism
and, by building up stress differences on the fault
surface, reactivate the faults (Figure 16b). Thus
periods of fault activity might be expected to altemate
with periods of inactivity or even rebound. When the
fault is locked, the load is disnibuted over a
continuous lithospheric plate and subsidence and
flexural uplift takes place over a wider region. The
basin depocenter and the peripheral arch migrate
away from the fault (Figure 16c). Uplift and erosion
of basement continued after the deposition of
sequence 9, suggesting that the compressional stress,
albeit at a reduced magnitude, may have persisted
over an extended period after the main orogenic event
and led to the development of more complex structwe
in the upper crust (Figure 16d). That is, the stain in
the upper crust is distributed widely over a number of
thrusts at the northem margin of the basin, as shown
in the deep seismic reflection image where several
major thrusts splay upwards and southwards from
the Redbank Th¡ust Znne (RTZ) [Goleby et al.,
19391. +oAtp9Ar apparent age spectra for K-feldspar
suggest that the thrusts young progressively towatds
the basin margin and that displacements on the master
fault (the RTZ proper) need not have been more than
2-3 km before movement was transfened
southwards onto the Ormiston Thrust. Analysis of
ús a04r/694¡ age spectra also suggests that the
combined thrust wedge, including the RTZ, was
uplifted a further 8-10 km or more. A break in
simple basinward translation of thrusts may result
from resistance to further uplift, due to the increasing
load of the rising basement. Th¡ust stacking and
back thrusting may occur, producing the uptum that
is cha¡acteristic of ttre northem margin of this basin.
Unhindered southward movement of the thrust
complex may also have been constrained by northerly
directed thrusting for which the Gardiner Thrust
formed the leading edge (GT in Figure 14; see also
Shaw et al. [1991]). We consider that the
convergence of these thrust systems in the later stages
of the Alice Springs Orogeny resulted in the rapid
narowing of the forelandlike footwall basin.

In summary, sequence 9 is characterizedby
siltstone, sandstone, and finally, thick polymictic fan
conglomerates deposited during thg Lge Devonian in
response to major movements on the Redbank and
associated thrusts. Basin development at this stage is
b'roadly comparable to that of the mature Wind River
Basin [Berg, 1963; Brown, 1984] and also shows
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Fig. 16. Models for basin formation as a result of the
tilting and flexing of fault blocks induced by
horizontal compression. S is the subsidence due to
water loading in @gure 16a) and sediment loading in
@igure 16b). E represents the eroding mountain; U
is the uplift due to buoyant effect of a load being
removed due to erosion. T represents the mass of the
mountain topography acting oir a continuous plate
with no inplane compression. X represents the
predicted migration of the peripheral arch. GT is
Gardiner Thrust; RTZ is Redbank Thrust Zone.

Perioheral :
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'IABLE 3. Comoarable Basins and Plausible Basin-Formine Me.ha¡ism for Each Mega-Sequence in the Amadeus Basin

Sequence ReferenceFormations TerminatingEvent ComparableBasins Mecha¡ism References

Pertnjara Group

Mereenie
Sandstone

Carmichael
Sandstone

upper Goyder-Stokes
Formaúon

Cha¡dler to lower
Goyder Formation

Arumbera Sandstone
Todd River
Dolomite

Winnall beds

lnindia beds

Heavigee Quartzite,
Bitter Springs
Fomration

Alice Springs
OrogenylKanimblan

Pertnjara Movemení
Tabberabbe¡an

Rodingan MovemenV
Benambran Orogeny

hiatus (major change in
basin shape)

hiatus conelated with
Delamerian Orogeny

disconformity

Petermann Ranges
Orogeny/tluckitta
Movement

South Ralge Movement/
Rinkabeena Movement

Aæyonga Movement/
Vaughan Springs
Movement

WindRiver, Ta¡im

early Wind River
Eifel

Sverdnp

Sverdrup

Canadian Rocþ
Mountai¡s

Argentine
continental margir

Pa¡is Basin

Denver-Julesburg

Denver-Julesburg

rWilliston
Amundsen

tilted-block

successor,
compressional or
extensional warp

successor

successor

thermal (post-
extension)

ramp (mid-crustal
detachmenQ

tilted fault block?

tilted fault block?

thermal

1
2
3

¿ 5
6

7
8

7
8

9

12
I J

3

A

14
l )

I i

1, Berg [1963]; 2, Hefu [1986]; 3, McQueen and Beaumont [1989]; 4, Brown [1984]; 5, Lambeck [1983]; 6, Made¡ t19831; T, Balkwill {19871;
8, Stephenson et al., [1987]; 9, Bond and Kominz [1984]; i0, Urien and Zambrano [1973]; i I, A. D. Gibbs þersonal communication, 1990);
12, Chaplin and Cather [1981]; 13, Baars et al. [1988]; 14, C'rowley et al. [1985]; 15, Young [1984].

features similar to that seen in the Pliocene and
Quatemary stages of the Tarim Basin in northwest
China [Hefu, 1986] (see Table 3). Reactivation of
the RTZ was initiated bv north-south horizontal
compression beginning at about 350-400 Ma,
possibly at the time of the Tabberabberan Orogeny in
the Tasmanides. A resurgence of fault movements
started at abut 370 Ma and reached a peak at about
the time of the Kanimblan Orogeny in the Tasmanides
at about 320-350 Ma. The preserved synorogenic
deposits of sequence 9 account for about 257o of the
total basin fill, but a significant part of the final
depositional phase has been removed by subsequent
erosion. It is this final thrusting phase that produced
the present-day basin shape and which makes
reconstruction of earlier sub-basin shapes difñcult.

Sequences 6 to 8: Secondary conEols on basin
formation, particularly those characteristics inherited
from the previous stage discussed in the previous
section, are important to basin development during
deposition of sequences 6, 7, and 8 (upper Goyder
Formation to Mereenie Sandstone).

Secrtrence 8 (Silurian to Earlv Devonian). The
Late Ordovician to Early Silurian emergence of a
wide subaerial region northeast of the Amadeus Basin
(Rodingan and precursor movements), extending into
the Georgina Basin, corresponds to a period of
widespread folding in the Tasman Orogen to the east
(culminating in the Benambran Orogeny at about 440-
430 Ma). Emergence in the northwest of the Basin
corresponds to the region where a thin-skinned thrust
system developed during the Devonian-
Carboniferous Alice Springs Orogeny lStewart and

Oaks, 1987]. Early movements on this thrust system
may have taken place during the Silurian Rodingan
Movement. The thinning of sediments over the
Gardiner Thrust in the central part of the basin
suggests activity on this structure during this period
of compressional tectonism. In the Late Silurian and
Early Devonian the basin conracted considerably in
width; although the subsidence does not appear to be
related to structures, such as the Gardiner Thrust, that
again became active during ttre main compressional
tectonism in the Late Devonian. The sequence I
depression shows features similar to those suggested
by Lambeck t19831 and may represent initial
littrospheric warping driven by compression (Table
3). The warping appea$ to have preceded a phase of
northward directed overthrusting in which the
Gardiner Thrust formed the leading edge. Similar
basin warping preceding crustal faulting has been
infened in the early Tertiary ståge of the Wind River
Basin in the American Rocky Mountains [Brown,
1984, p. 311. A contrary view is that the sequence 8
depression represents a "successor" basin resulting
from the effects of a sEess drop, corresponding to
mildly extensional or Eanscurrent tectonism.
Transcurrent tectonism would be consistent with the
apparent en-echelon secondary depositional axes.
Comparable basin development, with srong
topogxaphic conEol and evidence oflocal rifting, is
shown by the extensional warping of the Triassic
Eiffel region in western Europe [Mader, 1983] (see
Table 3). In both tectonic scenarios, the subsidence
may have been accentuated by stress relaxation,
combined with simultaneous erosion and deposition
given the long time span involved.
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Sequence 7 (Late Ordovician): The depositional
intewal in the Middle to Late Ordovician is of short
duration, but the major change in basin shape that
occurred between sequence 6 and 7 suggests that it is
a significant event. There are, however, insufficient
data to deduce much about the mechanism. It is
possible that movements that \ilere precursors to the
Rodingan Movement, which affected the northeast of
the basin, caused the basin to contract westwards [see
Shaw et al., 1990; Stewart and Oaks, 19871.

Sequence 6 ûatest Cambrian to mid-Ordovician):
The continuation of subsidence and ttre widening of
the basin from the l¿te Camb'rian into the Ordovician
may þ a consequence of continued thermal relaxation
and thickening of the lithosphere which started in the
latest Proterozoic (sequence 4). The basin again took
on an elongated east-west shape and deepened
towards its northern margin, possibly in response to
renewed faulting there. The change in basin shape is
indicative of a change in driving mechanism and
correlates with the contractional Delamerian Orogeny.
That is, thermal subsidence may have occurred
during depositional intervals 6ãnd possibly 7, but
compression may have perturbed the simple trend.
Renewed rapid subsidence appears to have occured
in the late Early Ordovician. The cause of this is
uncertain but it may be related to the rifting
recognized in the Canning Basin in the Ordovician
[see Purcell and Poll, 1984, figure 5] to which the
Amadeus Basin became linked atthis time.

Sequences 4 and 5 (Latest Proterozoic toLate
Cambrian): Lindsay et al. [1987] interpreted
sequences 4 and 5 to represeÌt most of the second
major rift and sag phase of their three-phase basin
evolution scheme. They appealed to the rapid
subsidence, especially in the northern pat of the
basin, during se4uence 4 and to the generally concave
shape of the backsripped subsidence curve for the
perid to support their interpretation. ln particular,
they compared the subsidence history of sequences 4
and 5 with that of the late Proterozoic and Cambrian
sequences of the eastern part of the North American
Cordillera. The laner is generally accepted to have
been deposited in a passive margin environment and
to contain an early extensional orrift phase followed
by a more widespread, thermal subsidence phase
[Bond and Kominz, 1984;Young, 1984].

We agree that during sequences 4 and 5 the
overall subsidence history of the cenüal Ausralian
region, and the northern Amadeus Basin in particular,
reflects a broad extensional tectonic regime, but a
number of points argue against simple McKenzie-
type, uniform horizontal extension of the whole
lithosphere, followed by thermal relaxation.

1. There is virnrally no evidence of extensional
faulting in central Australia at this time, even where
the supposed synrift sediments (sequence 4) are
thickest in the northern Amadeus Basin.

2. There is no sign of extensional faulting
beneath the thickest accumulations of the interpreted
postrift (thermal sag) sediments of sequence 5.

3. The central Australian basins extend a long
distance inboard from the nearest posSible

contemporaneous passive margin (to the east) [see
Munay et al., 19891. Although it has been variously
interpreted as an aulacogen or strongly oblique rift
associated with that margin [Rutland, 1976; Veevers
et al., 19841, the lack ofevidence for the required
faulting, especially in the areas of thickest sediment,
is difficult to reconcile with such models.

What then was the geomebry and kinematics of
lithospheric extension beneath and around cenEal
Ausralia during sequence 4, and how did that relate
to thermal subsidence during sequence 5? Details of
the geomeury of the developing eastem Australian
passive margin at this time are poorly understood, but
the gloss geomebry is interpreted in Figure 17, which
shows a NNE trending rift system segmented by
major transfer faults. The region underlying the
Eromanga Basin (Figure 1, i.e., southeast of the
Tasman Line (see also Figures 9a and 9b))
corresponds approximately to Geophysical Domains
VI and D( of Munay et al. [1989], which were
interpreted by them to be parts of a rifted late
Proterozoic or early Paleozoic passive continental
margin. A similar tectonic setting has been suggested
for western Tasmania [Turner, 1989, p. 48] and may
also apply to the basement underlying the Murray
Basin @igure 1) [see Brown et al., 1988]. The
central Australian region is interpreted to have been
inboard of an upper plate margin according to the
model of Lister et al. [1986], with the Warburton
Basin interpreted to have developed on a marginal
plateau or ttrinned continental crust. With the
detachment extensional models of Lister et al. [ 1986],
it may be possible to have deep-seated extension,
without significant upper crustal stretching and
faulting, beneath central Australia. Such extension
may be partitioned into the lower crust and upper
mantle along one or more shallowly dipping
detachment faults, as shown in Figure 18, to produce
some stretching of the lower cn¡st and/or mantle
lithosphere, beneath largely unextended upper crust.

In such models [see also Royden and Keen
t19801 and Keen and Beaumont [1989] there are two
ways in which to produce synrift subsidence without
upper crustal extension. First, extension of the
middle to lower crust beneath a subhorizontal
detachment may lead to synrift subsidence, provided
ttrat the geometric subsidence due to lower crustal
ttrinning is greater than the thermal uplift due to the
corresponding thinning of littrospheric mantle. This
condition will only hold if a signifrcant original
crustal thickness is subject to extension and thinning,
that is, if the detachment is originally at fairly shallow
depths and/or the original crust is unusually thick.
Second, if the detachment has aramp to flat
geometry, the pulling of an unfaulted upper plate
down a ramp will produce a syncline or basin
[Gibbs, 1987]. The depth of the basin is equal to the
height of the ramp or step in the detachment, and the
width of the basin is approximately equal to the
displacement at the foot of the ramp (Figure 19).
Ramp basins may be terminated or offset along strike
by transfer faults, which act as the equivalent of
lateral or tear-fault ramps in thrust fault geometries.
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Amadeus Bas¡n
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Off icer  Bas¡n

Ngal¡a Bas¡n

Bonaparte Bas¡n

Fig. 17. Map showing structures inferred to have
been active during widespread continental extension
in the Early Cambrian (see Figure 20 and text for
further discussion). Discordant geological, graviry
and aeromagnetic features are also shown. Early
Cambrian accommodation and transtensional basins,
including half-grabens, are occupied by the following
units: 1, Mount Baldwin Formation; 2, Cenûal
Mount Stuart beds; 3, Yuendumu Sandstone; 4,
possibly the Mount Cunie Conglomerate; 5, beds in
Clunerbuck Graben (northwesternmost Officef
Basin); 6, beds in Levenger Trough (central
Musgrave Block); 7, sediments west of the Peake and
Denison Ranges; 8, Sylvester Sandstone
(southwestern Georgina Basin); and 9, Mount Burnie
beds (Burke River Belt, eastern Georgina Basin).
Basins of preservation are AB, Amadeus Basin; BB,
Bonaparte Gulf Basin; GB, Georgina Basin; NB,
Ngalia Basin; WB. Warburton Basin; and OB,
Officer Basin.
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BOUNDARY.FAULT
BASIN

DUCTILE LOWER CRUST

Fig. 18. Models for extension by the development of detachment shear zones combined
with variable subdet¿chment pure shear [after Gibbs, 1987; Lister et al., 1986] (a) is
lithospheric wedge and (b) is flat-ramp detachment.

RamD Bas¡n

A thtd mechanism, transtensional thinning,
especially of the upper crust, adjacent to major
transfer faults, may also lead to local syndft
subsidence in small fault-bounded basins.

All three of these processes are incorporated into a
schematic model for an extensional tectonic setting
for this time period along sections (located in Figure
17) across the Amadeus and Georgina basins (Figure
20). In this model the cenral Australian region is
interpreted as an upper plate passive margin and
hinterland, in which the master detachment fault
surfacing beneath eastern Ausralia extends
subhorizontally, but with localized ramps, for
800 km or more beneath central Australia. While
documented cases exist where thinned crust wittr
extensive normal faulting extends up to 1100 km
inboard of a continental margin (e.g., NW North
America, see seismic images documented by Keen et
al. [1987]), examples of subhorizontal detachment
zones separating linle-deformed, upper crust from
extended lower crust have not vet been documented.
Such a geometry cannot be exiluded in regions of
thickened continental crust.

Basin development in central Australia during
sequence 4 is interpreted as being due directly to the
extension of the lithosphere and operation of a
detachment fault (synrift). Three types of syn-rift
basins developed:

1. Broad, shallow basins above regions where
the lower crust was extended beneath a relatively
shallow detachment. Thin sequence 4 sediments in
the Georgina and Warburton basins are interpreted to
be of this type, and a regional component of the
Amadeus Basin subsidence at this time may also be
due to this effect.

2. Smaller basins in which significant local
subsidence took place, but beneattr which there is no
evidence for upper crustal normal faulting (e.g.,
Carmichael and Ooraminna subbasins). These basins

Fig. 19. Kinematic model of the development of a
ramp basin above a step or ramp in an extensional
detachment. The geometry of the progressive fill in
the ramp basin is shown. The relationship of basin
shape to ramp shape and fault displacement is
outlined in the text.
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A EARLY CAMBRIAN

Deposi t ional  Interual  4
^ AMADEUS
Y BASIN

Local ramping and sub-crustal extension

M I D  C A M B R I A N

Deoositional lnterual 5

Fig. 20. Model, vertically exaggerated crosssections
across central Australia, illustrating basin formation
by extension concentrated in the lower crust and
lithospheric mantle. The location of sections A-B and
C-D a¡e illustrated in Figure 17. (a) Interpretative
section C-D for extension in the eastern Amadeus and
Wa¡burton basins in the Early Cambrian (sequence 4)
due to local rarnping on a midcrustal detachment zone
combined with more rviclesp:ead subdetachment pure
shear. RTZ is Redbank Thrust Zone. (b)
Interpretative section C-D for extension in the eastem
Amadeus and Warburton basins for the mid-
Cambrian. Subsidence leading to a deepening and
widening of the basins is driven by thermal relaxation
of the lithosphere. The thermal response is infered
to be substantially a consequence of attenuation of the
lower plate þrincipally the subcrustal mantle) during
extension in the previous period (megasequence 4).
(c) Interpretative section A-B for continental
subsidence across the Georgina Basin in the mid-
Cambnian caused by thermal relaxation following
subcrustal extension in the Early Cambrian
(megasequence 4). A midcrustal detachment
separates a substantially unstructured upper plaæ
from a lower plate (lower crust and lithospheric
mantle) which underwent subcrustal pure shear
during interval4.

[Christie-Blick and Biddle, 1985; McCutcheon and
Robinson, 19871.

As pointed out by Lindsay et al. [1987], the
backstripped subsidence curve for sequence 5 is
concave upwards and resembles that predicted by the
exponential decay of such a thermal anomaly. The
widespread subsidence during this interval, affecting
all the central Australian basins wittr the exception of
the Officer Basin, is therefore interpreted to have
been driven by the decay of the thermal anomaly
induced by extension of the lithospheric mantle
beneath the northwest dipping detachment during
sequence 4 time. The amount of subsidence directly
reflects the magnitude of the extension of the mantle
lithosphere beneath the various parts of ttre cenEal
Australian region.

The proposition that deep-seated extension can be
transferred into continental interiors on subhorizontal
detachment sEuctures for over 1000 km from the
actively rifting passive margin is certainly
controversial, and there is little direct geophysical
evidence of such structures in central Australia.
However, it is supported in this case by (1) the
coincident timing of subsidence and the remote
rifting, (2) the approximate spatial coincidence
between the proposed ramp basin subsidence and
immediately subsequent subsidence (sequence 5)
which has the signature of thermal relaxation, (3) the
abnupt onlap of sequence 4 sediments onto the
southern margins of their subbasins, as predicted in
ramp basins @gure 19), and (4) the evidence from
Bouguer gravity and surface faulting data for the
extension of the contemporaneous transfer faults into
the continental interior for the same distances.

c
Thermal relaxation and lithospheric thickening

M I D  C A M B R I A N

Depositional Interual 5

GEORGINA
BASIN

Th¡nned
upp.er plate

Thermal relaxation following attenuafion of sub-crust

showed detailed east-west segmentation fl-indsay,
1987al which suggests that some syndepositional
northerly trending strike-slip faulting occurred.
These basins are interpreted to be ramp basins
(Figures 19 and 20), and theiren-echelon
arrangement is interpreted to be due to offset of the
ramp on a major northwest Fending tansfer fault
(Figure 17). The location of the ramp(s) may also
have been influenced by the abrupt crustal thickening
beneath the Souttrern Arunta province inherited from
its early to middle Proterozoic tectonic evolution, as
proposed by Shaw t19871.

3. Along the southem margin of the Georgina
Basin a number of localized basins (e.g., in zones 1,
2, and 8 in Figure 17) characterized by grcwth
faulting and half-graben morphology are aligned
along a prominent gravity/fault trend. These basins
are too localized to represent regional extension of the
upper crust during sequence 4 and are interpreted to
be transtensional features aligned along a major
transfer fault, presumably at what were dilational jogs

0 800 km

AMADEUS WARBURTON
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The spatial relationship between sequence 4 and 5
depocenters (Figure 13) suggests that a simple ramp
basin model, without pure shear lithospheric
extension, is oversimplified. Figure 21 provides a
qualitative model of subsidence during sequences 4
and 5 in the northern Amadeus Basin, based upon a
ramped detachment and localized subdetachment
extension. It illustrates how two.laver extension
accommodated by a detachment sbúctu¡e with a ramp
may produce subbasins of the dimensions and
relative positions as those occupied by sequences 4
and 5 in the northem Amadeus Basin.

MODEL2 RAMP BASIN

necessarily precisely synchronous throughout the
central Australian region.

2. A ransitional phase between sequences 4 and
5, approximately corresponding to the late Early
Cambrian, represents the time when the uplift driven
by the thermal effects of the hot, rising asthenosphere
peaked. The ouçouring of extensive flood basalts
(e.9., Annim Plateau Basalt) at the periphery of the
cental Australian region took place during this
infened thermal peak.

3. In sequence 5, postextension thermal
subsidence is recorded by the extensive Eansgression
over much of central and northern Australia in ttre
early Middle Cambrian (Figure 10c). Thermal
subsidence was intemrpted by a tectonic event in the
latest Cambrian, which may correspond with the
Delamerian compressional orogeny in southern
Australia.

Sequences 2 and 3 (Late Proterozoic): Basin
morphology for sequences 2 and 3 shows some
similarity to that of sequence 9. For example,
uptums similar to that developed at the northern
margin of the basin during sequence 9 a¡e also
identified as having developed during intervals 2 and
3 at the southwestern margin of the Amadeus Basin
in the Black Hills area [Moss, 1962] and at the
northwest margin of the Officer Basin [Jackson and
van de Graaff, 19811. The basin morphology for
sequences 2 and3 is similar in dimension to that for
the second phase unit of sequence 9 (Hermannsburg
Sandstone). The basins appear to have widened and
deepened in the last stages ofintervals 2 and 3 at the
same time as major transgressions were taking place
over a wider region.

In the proposed conceptual model @gures 16a
and l6b) movement on a conrolling master fault at
the southem margin produces a tilted fault block
basin in response to horizontal compression of the
lithosphere. Flexure results in a peripheral a¡ch in the
center of the basin which becomes accentuated bv
local structuring (Figure 13, intervals 2 and 3). ihe

' model incorporates a controlling fault that is predicted
to be at the southern margin of the basin, possibly on
or north of the site of the Woodroffe Thrust. Slow
upthrusting of about 2 km by the fault during each
sequence could account for the preserved geomely.
The widening and deepening of the basins (Figure
16c) that led to the major transgressions are explained
by a drop in compressive stress and cessation of
faulting.

At the easte¡n margin of the region there are
indications of a change from simple compression to a
tectonic regime involving strike-slip motion on a few
faults and related to transtensional basin
development. An analogous situation may apply to
the upper part of interval 3. For example, the basic
Wantapella Volcanics which overlie interval 2
(Sturtian) glacials in the eastern Officer Basin, are
suggestive of an extensional environment there
[Brewer et al., 1987; Preiss, 1987,p.202], as is the
Mud Tank Carbonatite intruded at 735 + 5 Ma
[Black and Gulson, 1978] in the southeastem Arunta
Block alongside the Woolanga gravity lineament (WL
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Fig. 21. Model of basin formation in the nortirern
part of the Amadeus Basin during deposition of
megasequences 4 and 5 based on simple shear.
modeling by Issler et al. [1989], as adopted by Shaw
[1991]: (a) Model for the formation of ramp basins
in the northern Amadeus Basin during slow,
heterogeneous stretching of the whole lithosphere
followed by progressively more rapid stretching
which became channelled into an increasingly more
ductile lower crust and lithospheric mantle. Fl, F2
and F3 represent linked ramps. Tectonic features are
mid-crustal detachment zoneMCDZ and ramps Fl,
F2 and F3. (b) The interpreted final stage of
subsidence controlled predominantly by thermal
relaxation and snengthening of the mantle lithosphere
which had been thinned substantially during the final
stages of accelerated extension. MCDZ is the
postulated mid-crustal detachment zone.

The tectonic setting of the central Australian
region during sequences 4 and 5 can be summarized
as follows.

1. In sequence 4, northwest-southeast extension
began throughout much ofeastem and central
Ausralia in the latest Precamb,rian and became
progressively more rapid into the earliest Cambrian.
Extension was heterogeneously distributed and not
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in Figures Taand 7b). An en echelon continuation of
the Woolanga lineament (WL in Figure 7b) separates
distinct interval 2 subbasins to the southeast.
Natrow, north-northwest trending half-grabens in the
southwest Georgina Basin are also suggestive of a
period of transtension [Walter, 1980]. Transtension
accompanying formation of these half-grabens was
approximately orthogonal to the proposed
compressional regime initiating subsidence in the
Amadeus Basin, and this is consistent with wrench
reactivation of preexisting oblique on what may be an
overall contractional tectonic regime.

The widespread subsidence in the later stages of
intervals 2 and 3 may signify a drop in the level of the
compressional stress, consistent with the tilted fault
block models (see Figure 16c). Marginal basement
involvement to the north and to the south during
sequences 2 and3 is indicated by syndepositional
basement-derived clasts and is consistent with
compressional tectonics, possibly controlled by deep-
seated fault zones at the southem margin of the basin
and resulting in the folding of sequences and in mild
regional uplift. We equate this early faulting aid
subsequent folding with the traditionally recognized
Petermann Ranges Orogeny, but regard sequence 4
deposition as posttectonic. The basin geometry can
be explained qualitatively by the compressional tilted
fault block model outlined by McQueen and
Beaumont tl989l and applied above to sequence 9.

The style of basin development for early stages of
sequences 2 and3 is broadly comparable with that of
the Denver-Julesburg Basin in the American Rocky
Mountains for the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary, as
reviewed by Chaplin and Cather [1981], Brown
[1984], and Baars et al. [1988] (Table 3).

Sequence 1: Widespread mafic dikes preceding
the earliest sedimentation in the basin indicate tensile
stress, but not substantial extension. Upper crustal
extension appea$ to have been minimal as normal
faulting is absent. Because the basic volcanics lie in
the upper part of sequence 1, they are not necessarily
related to rifting which more generally precedes a
widespread sag phase. The smooth nonconformity,
covering much of the continent, at the base of the
sequence is consistent with the simple thermal models
proposed for the Williston Basin [Crowley et a1.,
19851 (see Table 3).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Amadeus Basin is a complex, long-lived,
composite basin, built up of a series of 'successor'

basins, as defined by Klemme tl975l and Klein
17987, p.1041 as "a succession ofchanging basin
types along zones of tectonic weakness." In this
respect it is b'roadly comparable to the Cambrian to
Permian Appalachian Basin analyzed by Cotton
t19701. Nine distinct episodes of evolution are
recognized in the Amadeus Basin in the period from
about 900 Ma to 300 Ma. These episodes are not
confined to the Amadeus Basin, and similar and
synchronous sequences have been identified in the
other basins of central Australia. The distinctive
episodes are characterized both by intervals of

renewed subsidence, following upon erosional
breaks, and/or by changes in basin shape. A number
of unconformities separating the tectonosnatigraphic
sequences represent periods ofmild regional uplift
and correlate with tectonism at the evolving eastem
margin of the early Palæmic Australian plate (Iable
2).

The synchronous developments over a number of
basins within the plate interior and the correlation of
these developments with tectonism at ttre periphery of
the region or at the plate's bounda¡ies indicate that the
basin forming mechanisms were primarily driven by
horizontal forces, with the lithosphere acting as a
sress guide over large distances (1000-2000 km).
The subsidence and uplift histories ofthe central
Australian basins and exposed basement blocks
provide arecord of complex tectonic history affecting
the outboard parts of the Australian plate.

The present study shows that the simplistic
application of single models to the development of
basins like the Amadeus Basin is unrealistic. Several
key features need to be taken into account as a
stafiing point for the formulation of realistic,
quantified, mechanical models of basin formation,
and these need to be applied to each successor phase.
In particular, the following factors need to be
analysed:

The timing and synchroneity of events.
Megasequences, separated by unconformities or
sequence boundaries, need to be delineated and then
assessed in terms of their relationship to major
changes in basin shape and subsidence rate, as well
as the degre€ to which they can be conelated with
interregional events. These megasequences are
distinct from depositional stages (e.g., wedges of
transgressive marine and regressive nonmarine
sediment [see Kingston et al., 1983] which relate to
changes in relative sea level on a smaller time scale,
and which may be more global in origin [Watts et al.,
1982; Klein, 19871. The megasequences
distinguished in this study are commonly made up of
one to three, or more, depositional stages [Kingston
et al., 19831.

Subsidcnce history. Patterns of episodic
subsidence can commonly be related to other features
of basin development such as changes in basin shape
and synchronous tectonic events outside the region.

Basin shape. Basin width may be related to the
effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere (see, for
example, Steckler and Watts, t19821). Details of
basin asymmetry and internal basin featwes such as
arrches and hinges may be related to specific basin-
forming mechanisms. Changes in basin shape signal
either a change in tectonic mechanism or in the
magnitude of the tectonic driving forces.

Structural geometry. Deep crustal faults may
exercise a major control on basin formation at
particular søges of basin development if the in-plane
forces acting on the lithosphere are suitably oriented
and/or of sufficient magnitude [Etheridge, 1986].
Reactivation of these faults mav lead to basin
amplification or inversion as iishown to be the case
for the Redbank Thrust Znne incentral Australia.

Thermal history. The thermal history of a basin
may also be diagnosic of basin-forming mechanism.
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For example, in the deeper pmts of the basin the
thermal peak occurs early in an extensional basin but
develops late in a compressional basin where it relates
to the time of maximum burial.

Basement upffi history. Marginal, hinterland
basement uplift is more markedly linked to
subsidence in the adjoining basin during
compressional tectonism than during extensional
tectonism. Determination of the basement uplift
history at the margin of the Amadeus Basin has
allowed major constraints to be placed on the nature
and timing of basin-forming tectonism.

Controls on basin formation can be grouped into
three categories:

1. The first order controls are inplane, thermal,
and graviøtional forces. In central AusFalia, basin
development by compressional or transpressional
mechanisms is more in evidence than in the more
familiar continental margin settings away from
Cordilleran fold/thrust belts. Compressional
tectonism had a major effect on basin deveþment in
the inversion phase in the Late Devonian and
Carboniferous when 20-30 per cent of the total basin
fill accumulated. Extensional tectonism related to fa¡-
field passive margin development appears to have
controlled major phases of subsidence from the latest
Proterozoic to the Middle Cambrian, but in a
somewhat unusual fashion.

2. Important secondary controls are (1) changes
in sea level generated by global processes, (2) the
persistence ofpreexisting topography, (3) the stress
relaxaúon of the lithosphere, (4) enhanced differential
compaction in deeper parts of the basin, and (5)
perturbations in upper crustal structure due to local
tectonic conditions and processes. Secondary
controls may begin to dominate basin formation when
far-field inplane forces are not strongly extensional or
compressional. These secondary controls are
particularly in evidence in the Amadeus Basin from
ttre Late C-ambrian to the Early Devonian during
deposition ofmegasequences 6, 7, and 8.
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